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ABSTRACT: We quantify the thermodynamic equilibrium
conditions that govern the formation of crystalline heptazine-
based carbon nitride materials, currently of enormous interest
for photocatalytic applications including solar hydrogen
evolution. Key phases studied include the monomeric phase
melem, the 1D polymer melon, and the hypothetical hydrogen-
free 2D graphitic carbon nitride phase “g-C3N4”. Our study is
based on density functional theory including van der Waals
dispersion terms with different experimental conditions
represented by the chemical potential of NH3. Graphitic
carbon nitride is the subject of a vast number of studies, but its
existence is still controversial. We show that typical conditions
found in experiments pertain to the polymer melon (2D planes
of 1D hydrogen-bonded polymer strands). In contrast,
equilibrium synthesis of heptazine (h)-based g-h-C3N4 below its experimentally known decomposition temperature requires
much less likely conditions, equivalent to low NH3 partial pressures around 1 Pa at 500 °C and around 10
3 Pa even at 700 °C. A
recently reported synthesis of triazine (t)-based g-t-C3N4 in a salt melt is interpreted as a consequence of the altered local
chemical environment of the C3N4 nanocrystallites.
■ INTRODUCTION
Graphitic carbon nitride materials are subject to enormous
recent attention as materials for catalysis,1 particularly for
photocatalytic hydrogen evolution.2−5 Even though the first
characterizations date back to at least the 1830s,6 the nature
and even the existence of completely H-free crystalline
polymeric C−N compounds continue to be subject of intense
debate.7−9 Past synthesis and characterization efforts revealed
triazine8,9 (t) C3N3 units and heptazine
7 (h) C6N7 units as the
most important building blocks. Some of the most important
related compounds are illustrated in Figure 1:
(i) The NH2 terminated heptazine monomer melem (a), its
dimer, a likely reaction intermediate (b),10 and the confirmed
crystalline form of monomeric melem (c).11,12
(ii) Melon (d−f), a 1D heptazine polymer that crystallizes in
two-dimensional (2D) hydrogen-bonded planes stacked three-
dimensionally in nanocrystalline platelets.13−15
(iii) g-t-C3N4 (g−i), a possible periodic triazine-based
equivalent of heptazine-based g-C3N4
16−19 recently reported
to have been successfully synthesized in a salt melt.8,9
(iv) g-h-C3N4 (j−l), a much discussed but still hypothetical
hydrogen-free layered C−N phase of heptazine units connected
via triply bonded N atoms.20 This structure is often portrayed
as 2D but exhibits a significant long-range corrugation in first-
principles simulations21,22 accompanied by the bridging N
atoms adopting a more sp3-like local geometry.
Remarkably, despite overwhelming follow-up attention to the
seminal paper on C−N compound-based water splitting,2 the
basic (intrinsic) atomistic mechanisms behind the catalytic
activity and how to control them remain poorly understood.
Heptazine-based g-h-C3N4, subject to a host of theoretical
studies (e.g., refs 20 and 23−28), remains elusive in
experiments.9,29 Note that g-h-C3N4 was originally modeled
as the 1D polymer melon,2 although a large number of
subsequent papers used the fully condensed, stoichiometric
C3N4 in their discussion. For instance, out of 12 journal papers
on C−N materials30−41 that appeared on Google Scholar in a
time frame of 3 weeks prior to submission of the present
manuscript, five31,35−38 show images of g-h-C3N4, five others
use the term g-C3N4 as an apparent fact without further
discussion of the atomic structure,32−34,39,40 and only two30,41
pay heed to the actual, more complex phase space of polymeric
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carbon nitride. Instead, the (nano)crystalline phase reached
during conventional syntheses7 appears to be melon.13 On the
other hand, g-t-C3N4 triazine (with the same formal
composition as heptazine-based g-h-C3N4) could be synthe-
sized as reported recently8,9 but in a very different reaction
environment. Here, the procedure used for the synthesis of the
triazine-based g-t-C3N4, employing a LiCl/KCl salt melt, yields
as the majority phase the lithium/chloride-intercalated poly-
(triazine imide) (PTI).42,43 Structurally, this is the incompletely
condensed g-t-C3N4, also discussed in ref 22 and shown in
Figure S3, whereas the fully condensed g-t-C3N4 appears to be
a minor phase formed at the interface of the salt melt.43 If so,
this formation process could be related to earlier work by
chemical vapor deposition based on hydrogen-free, triazine-
based precursors that were also reported to yield hydrogen-free
g-t-C3N4.
44,45 First-principles studies found that g-t-C3N4 is less
stable than the heptazine-based g-h-C3N4.
20,25 Still, if the
triazine-based phase can be synthesized under some conditions,
it is not clear why the heptazine-based phase cannot. In
addition, even the H-containing crystalline phases, which can
be made (crystalline melem and melon), show little or no
activity for photochemical hydrogen evolution by themselves,10
supporting the idea that interfaces, disorder, defects, and/or
accidentally inserted functionalities during synthesis play a
major role in the observed activity.3,10 For instance, under-
reacted oligomeric melon species were implicated as potentially
active,10 and specific chemical modifications can dramatically
enhance this activity.46,47 In fact, melon obtained under certain
synthesis conditions may well itself be an oligomeric phase.
The key motivation for this paper is to provide a quantitative
understanding of the structure and relative stability of the basic
C−N phases under different reaction conditions, needed to
arrive at a rational, reductionist understanding and control of
the specific mechanisms governing activity. Specifically, we
quantify the relative stability of the most important C−N
phases discussed in the literature by an ab initio thermody-
namic approach.48 We deliberately restrict the analysis to the
already large space of structure models discussed in the
literature as a first perimeter, creating a sound base for future
extensions, e.g., by including defects or targeted chemical
modifications. A key result is that the heptazine-based g-C3N4
phase cannot be stable at conditions pertaining to conventional
syntheses, at least not for the structures suggested in the
literature so far. This observation emerges as a simple
consequence of the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions
connecting the different phases. Our approach is based on the
fact that the different phases described above are all connected
by simple reaction equilibria that involve the release of NH3.
Therefore, the emergence of each phase at different conditions
can be related to the NH3 chemical potential as the critical
quantity that characterizes the reaction environment. Exper-
imentally, species other than NH3 (such as CNH or C2N2) are
only released during transformations of C−N compounds at
high temperature.42 They are usually taken to be indicative of
the materials’ decomposition, justifying our focus on NH3 as
the gas-phase species connecting different triazine- or
heptazine-based phases. Our analysis also allows us to place
oligomeric intermediates10 in the context of the confirmed
stable phases, showing that they are indeed close to equilibrium
and should be considered to explain the observed chemical
stability range of melon.
■ METHODS
Background. The standard route to synthesize C−N compounds
is rather straightforward.7 A commercially available C−N-containing
substance, e.g., melamine (C3N3(NH2)3), is heated for an extended
period of time at a defined temperature in an open10 or closed vessel.
The synthesis can then be rationalized as a continued condensation
during which NH3 units are removed and escape:
Melamine ⇆ melem (per heptazine unit)
⇄ +2C N (NH ) C N (NH ) 2NH3 3 2 3 6 7 2 3 3 (1)
Melem ⇆ melon
⇄ +C N (NH ) C N (NH)(NH ) NH6 7 2 3 6 7 2 3 (2)
Melon ⇆ g-[t/h]-C3N4
⇄ +C N (NH)(NH ) C N NH6 7 2 6 8 3 (3)
The formation of crystalline melem following eq 1 was reported at T =
450 °C for 5 h in a closed ampule;11 other procedures in an open
vessel have been reported,49 although we found that the product
Figure 1. Key C−N-based compounds considered in this work. (a)
Melem molecule (C6N7(NH2)3). (b) Melem dimer.
10 (c) Unit cell of
crystalline melem11 (see Table S3). (d−f) Shifted single plane (SSP)
stacked monoclinic model of the crystalline form of the 1D polymer
melon (Table S4) viewed from three different angles. (g−i) Crystal
structure model of g-t-C3N4 viewed from three different angles (Table
S7). (j−l) Crystal structure model of g-h-C3N4 viewed from three
different angles (Table S6). In subfigures (g) and (j), the second layer
in each unit cell is shown lightly shaded.
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obtained contains higher condensates such as oligomers.46 Melon
formation, eq 2, was reported for a range of conditions7 in opened
(e.g., lidded crucible) or closed vessels (sealed quartz ampule),
including T = 490 °C for 4 days (opened vessel),50 T = 500 °C for 15
h (opened vessel),15 T = 550 °C for 12 h (opened vessel),10 and T =
630 °C for 12 h (closed vessel).13 It is worth noting that, because of
the release of ammonia, these syntheses are often associated with
rather high ammonia pressures. For instance, differential scanning
calorimetry in ref 11 needed to be carried out in steel pressure
crucibles “because conventional alumina crucibles burst due to
evolution of ammonia,” and pressures up to 12 bar are reported in
salt-melt triazine-based g-t-C3N4 synthesis.
8
The resulting C−N-based materials are reported to decompose at
temperatures around T = 680−700 °C.42 However, the formation of
gaseous decomposition fragments other than NH3 has been observed
at temperatures as low as T = 480 °C (CNH) and T = 550 °C
(C2N2),
42 i.e., typical formation conditions of melon may already
overlap with the onset of decomposition of some intermediate
fractions of the material. Interestingly, well-defined crystalline phases
of melamine-melem adducts have also been synthesized “at temper-
atures ranging from 350 to 400°C with reaction times of at least 7
days,”51 potentially providing a lower-temperature limit to the
formation range of crystalline melem. The corresponding structure
models are shown in Figure 2. As mentioned above, however, the
formation of g-h-C3N4, eq 3, has never to our knowledge been
unambiguously confirmed in any synthesis.
Computational Approach. All first-principles calculations in this
work were carried out using density-functional theory (DFT)
including correction terms for long-range dispersion interactions. We
employed the highly accurate52 all-electron electronic structure code
FHI-aims53−55 with “tier2” basis sets and “tight” numerical settings.
With these settings, conformational energy hierarchies of complex
hydrogen-bonded systems are converged to a few meV per hydrogen
bond.53 All atomic positions and unit cell parameters were fully
relaxed56 to local minima (residual energy gradients: 5 × 10−3 eV/Å or
below) of the PBE57 semilocal density functional with the
Tkatchenko−Scheffler (TS)58 pairwise van der Waals correction.
Because van der Waals bonding plays a significant role in these
systems, we validated our key results against a recent, extensively
benchmarked59−61 many-body dispersion (MBD)62 approach. Fur-
thermore, the PBE part of the functional was checked by substituting,
for a few key compounds, the hybrid HSE06 functional63 in a recent
linear-scaling periodic implementation64,65 using “intermediate” basis
settings, as documented in Table S1. The corresponding density
functionals are referred to as PBE+TS, PBE+MBD, and HSE06+MBD
below.
For our analysis of the chemical equilibria between different C−N
phases, we surveyed and compared the different structure models put
forth in the literature (experiment and theory), as well as different
candidate structures of our own. Within DFT-PBE+TS, the key
geometry parameters of the fully optimized structures (local minima of
the potential energy surface) agree well with earlier experimental
findings11,13−15 (see Supporting Information (SI) for details: Table S3
for crystalline melem, Tables S4 and S5 for data related to different
models of melon, Table S6 for g-h-C3N4, Table S7 for g-t-C3N4, and
Table S8 for melamine-melem adduct phases).
We can relate the formation equilibria (eqs 1−3) to the temperature
and NH3 partial pressure under reaction conditions using first-
principles total energy calculations for all involved phases. The finite-
temperature and pressure properties of NH3 are represented by
chemical potential μNH3. In a gas phase environment, μNH3 can be
related to the NH3 partial pressure pNH3 and to T using its
experimentally known form μNH3(p,T). Specifically, we employ a
parametrized ideal-gas expression for μNH3(p,T) (SI, eqs S1−S3 and
Table S2),66 which is in excellent agreement with available
thermochemical data in the literature67−69 (Figure S1). Importantly,
because μNH3 is an abstract quantity, it can be used to reflect any other
near-equilibrium NH3 reservoir as well, including NH3 exchanged with
and/or solvated in a salt melt.8
We can quantify the equilibria (eqs 1−3) in terms of their
approximate Gibbs free energy differences based on the total energies
of the lowest-energy structures of each phase referenced to the energy
of a melem molecule and to μNH3
Δ = −G G Gmelem,cryst. melem,cryst. melem,mol. (4)
μΔ = − −G G G( )melon melon melem,mol. NH3 (5)
μΔ = − −‐ ‐G G G( 2 )g C N g C N melem,mol. NH3 4 3 4 3 (6)
The energies Gmelem,cryst., Gmelon, and Gg‑C3N4 are taken per unit of
melem/heptazine in accordance with eqs 2 and 3. The subtracted
energy of molecular melem, Gmelem,mol., thus acts as a common offset,
leaving μNH3 as the only experimental variable. Because all relevant
phases except for NH3 are solids, by far the largest dependence on
external conditions (temperature, pressure and partial pressures, NH3
reservoir) enters through μNH3. We therefore approximate G for all
solid phases by their DFT-calculated total energies E, omitting their
smaller temperature and pressure dependence (particularly the
vibrational contribution). Likewise, effects of the reaction environment
(gas-phase or salt melt) and kinetic effects (barriers and/or kinetically
necessary intermediates) are not yet included. Although it is hard (if
not impossible) to treat the latter factors conclusively from first-
principles alone, they will be considered qualitatively in the discussion
below. Finally, we note that synthesis paths are possible that start with
precursors other than melamine, e.g., cyanamide, dicyanamide, urea, or
thiourea. However, our analysis covers the thermodynamic (near-
)equilibrium regime. Thus, as long as the reaction leads to one of the
intermediates of the governing reactions (eqs 1−3), i.e., melamine,
Figure 2. Crystal structure models of three melamine-melem adduct
phases proposed in ref 51 using unit cell parameters and atomic
positions determined by first-principles relaxations in this work (Table
S7).
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melem, melon, or g-h-C3N4, our conclusions are independent of the
starting point and kinetic paths to reach one of those products. We do,
however, believe that different synthesis starting points may leave
behind different defect moieties in the product that may affect its
practical catalytic properties. We demonstrated the effect of such
potential moieties, e.g., related to cyanamide or urea, in two different
recent studies.46,47
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure of Phases Considered. For melon, the
parameter that emerges from experimental XRD with the
highest degree of certainty is the interplanar spacing d =
3.1913−3.26 Å14,15 of successive 2D hydrogen-bonded planes
characterized by a sharp powder diffraction peak. Although
different authors agree on the in-plane arrangement of
heptazine polymer strands in 3D melon, different stacking
sequences of 2D planes have been put forward.13,15,70
Specifically, stacks of individual, laterally shifted planes (here
referred to as “shifted single plane” (SSP) with monoclinic unit
cells) and orthorhombic AB stackings of pairs of planes are
summarized in refs 15 and 70. For the monoclinic SSP and
orthorhombic AB structure models, we tested grids of different
interplanar registries as starting points for full DFT-PBE+TS
geometry optimizations. The lowest total energy per lateral
melon unit cell (72 atoms) is obtained for SSP stacking (see
Table S4 for structural details) with a predicted interplanar
distance d = 3.20 Å. There are, however, several other
energetically indistinguishable SSP-stacked local minimum
structures. Furthermore, AB-stacked geometries are not much
higher in energy, i.e., ΔE ≲ 0.10 eV per unit cell or ∼1−2
meV/atom for a model similar to that in ref 70 (Table S5).
The AB stacked model remains nearly orthorhombic in our
simulations. In Figure S2, we compare published experimental
powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data with simulated PXRD
data for the fully optimized structure models obtained in this
work. There is considerable variation already between
experimental data obtained from different syntheses.13,15
However, some features are reproduced in both experiments,
for instance, the low-angle diffraction peak at around 2θ = 13°,
which indicates a slightly better match of the orthorhombic AB-
stacked computational model. One main finding from our
analysis of SSP- and AB-stacked models of melon with different
interplanar stacking relationships is that there are local energy
minima with almost equivalent total energies in line with earlier
analyses as well.71 It is thus likely that small local variations in
experimental conditions would lead to locally different stacking
relationships in different melon platelets. Shifts between
successive planes with similar probabilities for different shift
directions could also lead to an overall stacking that is more
similar to the orthorhombic case and thus to the experimental
PXRD. Because the total energies of the different low-energy
melon models are similar71 and their stoichiometries are
identical, this local structural difference will not affect the
overall phase equilibria between stoichiometrically different
phases examined in this work.
For the g-h-C3N4 and g-t-C3N4 phases, we considered planar
arrangements as well as arrangements that allowed for longer-
ranged corrugation, specifically, the significantly corrugated g-h-
C3N4 and g-t-C3N4 model of refs 21 and 22. In our calculations
(DFT-PBE+TS), these corrugated models are lower in total
energy than essentially planar models by 44 meV/atom (g-h-
C3N4) and 54 meV/atom (g-t-C3N4), i.e., by rather sizable
amounts. In addition, there is a large space of further long-
range corrugated models that could conceivably yield even
lower energy structures, which we did not explore. However, it
is clear that at least the idealized g-h-C3N4 structure cannot be
truly 2D in nature. The g-t-C3N4 model of ref 22 remains
somewhat more planar; although we tried a g-t-C3N4 model
with a similarly large long-range corrugation as the heptazine-
based compound, for triazine, this larger corrugation did not
yield a lower total energy than that of the model of ref 22.
Regarding the exact nature of the corrugation, the main total
Figure 3. (a) Calculated Gibbs free energies per atom, Δg, for crystalline melem, melon (lowest-energy SSP stacked model, see Table S4), and the
lowest-energy model of g-t-C3N4
22 and g-h-C3N4
21,22 as a function of the ammonia chemical potential μNH3. The isolated melem molecule is taken as
the reference compound (zero line). Results are provided for three different density functionals, PBE+TS, PBE+MBD, and HSE06+MBD, for the
lowest-energy geometries at the PBE+TS level of theory. (b) Calculated temperature/NH3 partial pressure phase diagram based on μNH3(p,T) (SI,
eqs S1−S3, Table S2, and Figure S1) comparing three phases: crystalline melem, crystalline melon, and g-h-C3N4. Different colored areas indicate
where a given phase has the lowest Δg. Phase boundaries are drawn for all three density functionals considered. Experimental conditions referenced
are from refs 10 and 13.
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energy term(s) associated with nonplanarity (compared to
purely planar models) are likely already included in the
structure models of refs 21 and 22, which we considered in our
work.
Thermodynamic Equilibria. Figure 3 summarizes the
predicted phase equilibria for the restricted space of the three
key phases in the C−N system and assesses their dependence
on the level of theory used (PBE+TS, PBE+MBD, and
HSE06+MBD). To clarify the essential trends related to
melon and g-h-C3N4, Figure 3(a) is limited to Δg (i.e., ΔG/
atom) for crystalline melem, crystalline melon (SSP stacked),
and for the corrugated heptazine-based g-h-C3N4 and triazine-
based g-t-C3N4 structure models as a function of μNH3 and is
evaluated at the PBE+TS equilibrium structures. Molecular
melem is used as a common reference (energy zero).
Compared to the energy scale that distinguishes different
equilibrium phases in Figure 3(a), the differences between the
different functionals cancel to a large extent, i.e., total-energy
differences based on the PBE+TS functional provide a reliable
description in this case. The transition between different phases
is marked by the crossing points of different curves in Figure
3(a); the equilibrium μNH3 varies by only 0.05 eV (melem/
melon) and by 0.12 eV (melon/g-h-C3N4) between different
functionals. g-t-C4N3 is found to be higher in energy than g-h-
C3N4 by 0.04 eV/atom in both PBE+TS and PBE+MBD, a
rather notable difference, although still in a range that could be
overturned by changes to the chemical environment (such as
intercalation of ions from a salt melt). The structures used
reflect the lowest-energy known corrugated structure models
for each phase,21,22 which are lower in energy by ∼0.04−0.06
eV/atom than their smaller-scale less-corrugated counterparts
(Tables S6 and S7). We note that, in principle, even lower-
energy structure models cannot be ruled out if a very different
corrugated model for g-t-C4N3 or g-h-C3N4 could be found.
Although our present work is restricted to relating existing
models suggested in the literature to one another, the energy
differences between the existing flat and corrugated models
suggest that the resulting uncertainty will not exceed a few tens
of meV/atom at most. We also note, however, that other
extensive first-principles structure searches have targeted the
more general space of C3N4 compounds, for instance, the
recent searches reported in refs 72 and 73. These studies also
cover different, denser, three-dimensionally bonded C3N4
phases that could become stable at much higher hydrostatic
pressure (not the same as the partial pressure of ammonia, the
relevant quantity in our present work). However, for the
pressure range of interest in the present work, these
composition-specific structure searches also do not reveal any
significant lower-energy structural alternatives to the corrugated
g-h-C3N4 structure considered in our work. To verify this
finding, we recomputed fully optimized structures and DFT-
PBE+TS total energies for the C3N4 structures reported in
Table 1 of the Supporting Information accompanying the paper
by Pickard et al.,73 confirming that no significantly lower-energy
compounds than g-h-C3N4 were found. Details are given in
Table S11 and the accompanying text in the SI of the present
work.
Using the known shape of μNH3(p,T) for gas-phase ammonia
and assuming a direct or indirect equilibrium with gas-phase
μNH3(p,T), Figure 3(a) can be converted to an NH3
temperature−pressure phase diagram, shown in Figure 3(b).
In the restricted space of phases considered in Figure 3(a), the
key finding is the broad stability area of melon for common
synthesis temperatures and even rather low ammonia partial
pressures, consistent with the literature. g-h-C3N4, on the other
hand, cannot become the stable phase even at very high
Figure 4. Gibbs free energies and phases as in Figure 3 but reflecting a wider space of potential intermediate phases. Results are provided for the PBE
+TS density functional. (a) Calculated Gibbs free energies per atom, Δg, for the melamine-melem adduct structures 1−3 of Figure 2, crystalline
melem, the lowest-energy SSP stacked model of melon, g-t-C3N4, g-h-C3N4, and a hypothetical melem dimer phase as a function of the ammonia
chemical potential μNH3. Additionally, a suggested crystalline PTI compound g-t-C6N9H3
22 (see Figure S3 and Table S9), reportedly achieved in the
chemical environment of a salt melt,8,9 is included but found to be unstable in the present analysis. The reference compound (zero line) is molecular
melem. μNH3 is given with reference to the calculated total energy per atom of an NH3 molecule. (b) Calculated temperature/NH3 partial pressure
phase diagram based on μNH3(p,T). In DFT-PBE+TS, the melamine-melem adduct phases 1 and 3 are slightly more stable than crystalline melem up
to the stability range of melon. A hypothetical melem dimer phase could have a narrow stability range of its own. T = 450 °C is marked to indicate
the melem oligomer synthesis temperature used in ref 10.
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synthesis temperatures unless the NH3 partial pressure in the
system is very low. For example, pNH3 < 50 Pa would have to be
maintained so that g-C3N4 could form at T ≈ 600 °C, a
temperature very close to the known overall decomposition
temperature of the material.42 Even lower p would be required
at lower temperatures. The common synthesis routeby
pyrolysis in an atmosphere that produces NH3 and thus
encourages a non-negligible NH3 partial pressure under all
circumstancesis thus an impractical if not impossible
synthesis path for g-h-C3N4. For common synthesis conditions,
particularly in a closed ampule, our calculations based on the
presently known C−N compound structure models thus rule
out an effective synthesis of g-h-C3N4. Only a different system
geometry, much lower in total energy than even the heavily
corrugated geometries considered in the literature so far,21,22
could change this picture. On the basis of our present findings,
the only viable pathways to H-free g-h-C3N4 would require very
low ammonia partial pressures. This could, perhaps, be
achieved by synthesis in a very low-pressure environment,
such as a dynamically pumped vacuum, assuming that other
degradation paths of the material can be avoided.
The overall melon synthesis conditions reported in the
literature (T ≈ 500−630 °C10,13,15,51) agree well with the
melon stability range identified in Figure 3(b) at reasonable
NH3 partial pressures of 10
3−106 Pa. In particular, the apparent
difficulty of synthesizing g-h-C3N4 at high temperatures, below
the overall decomposition temperature of C−N materials, is
consistent with the extent of the predicted stability range of
melon. However, the low-temperature limit of melon stability,
bounded by melem-like compounds, is also of interest, not least
because of the potential existence of oligomeric melem species
in this range with greater activity than that of crystalline
melon.10
In Figure 4, we refine the schematic picture given in Figure 3
by adding additional C−N compound phases, including H, that
have been reported in the literature. Because all three levels of
theory considered in this work were shown to be nearly
equivalent above, we only show the PBE-TS level of theory in
Figure 4; Figure S4 shows that practically no changes occur if
PBE+MBD is used instead.
First, we turn to the three crystalline melamine-melem
“adduct” phases reported in the literature51 and shown in
Figure 2. Interestingly (inset of Figure 4a), the enlarged phase
space shows that crystalline melem, crystalline melon, and the
three adduct phases all cross in a narrow chemical potential
range very close to one another with estimated Gibbs free
energies only a few meV/atom apart. Regarding the lowest-
energy phases at the PBE+TS level of theory, the “Adduct 1”
and “Adduct 3” phases could be thermodynamically stable
according to Figure 4a, whereas both “Adduct 2” and crystalline
melem would remain narrowly unstable. However, for the low
energy differences at issue here, either kinetic factors or
entropic terms (vibrations or phonons, which were not
considered in this work) or both may easily change the
stability balance, rendering the calculated energetic balance of
all four phases (“Adducts 1−3” and crystalline melem)
consistent with past experimental observations. As a further
key point, neither crystalline phase impacts the observed
stability range of melon in a significant way.
Second, we consider the approximate stability of exper-
imentally observed melem oligomer intermediates that have
been shown to occur as synthesis intermediates.10 Crystal
structures (if they exist) for oligomeric melem are not known,
such that a precise total energy assessment on equal footing
with the remaining compounds covered in Figure 4 is not
possible. We can, however, look at related compounds to arrive
at a lower limit estimate of the total energy of a melem
oligomer. In Figure 4, we focus on the melem dimer (see Figure
1b) as the simplest example. To estimate the energy of a melem
dimer embedded in a solid phase, we take the calculated total
energy of isolated dimerized melem and add the known energy
gain (per atom) of crystal formation from isolated monomeric
melem. A solid orange line in Figure 4a and dashed orange lines
in Figure 4b indicate the relative energy and stability range of a
melem dimer in this approximation. The approximate temper-
ature/pressure range of melem dimer formation, calculated in
this way, includes a temperature range from slightly below the
crossover line between crystalline “Adduct 3” and crystalline
melon to approximately 50 °C higher than that line. Oligomers
beyond dimers are expected to extend to somewhat higher
temperatures, qualitatively well in line with the experimentally
found synthesis conditions of previously observed melem
oligomers.10
We note that additional, high-pressure C−N-based com-
pounds have not just been predicted computationally72,73 but
that a H-containing, tetrahedrally bonded phase of composition
C2N3H (same composition as melon) with a defective wurtzite
structure has also been synthesized experimentally at very high
hydrostatic pressure and temperature (p > 27 GPa, T > 1500
°C).74,75 Although these conditions are outside the range
covered in our phase diagrams (Figures 3 and 4), the existence
of this and potentially other similar phases is entirely consistent
with our findings.
A final crystal structure suggested in the literature for
PTI,22,43 labeled g-t-C6N9H3 (same stoichiometry as melon, see
Figure S3 and Table S9), is included in Figure 4a for
completeness but is not energetically competitive.
Evidently, triazine-based crystalline g-t-C3N4 cannot appear
as a stable phase in Figures 3 and 4 because its total energy is
found to be above that of the heptazine-based compound g-h-
C3N4. However, the triazine-based compound can apparently
be synthesized, albeit under the very different conditions of a
salt melt under high ammonia pressure and T = 600 °C.8 This
g-t-C3N4 formation is reported to occur in equilibrium with a
high-pressure NH3 gas phase in an ampule at 600 °C,
8 i.e.,
fundamentally the same thermodynamic conditions as consid-
ered in our work. We note that the NH3 chemical potential
itself is well-defined by way of the equilibrium with its gas
phase. Unless a very different triazine-based structure than the
one considered here and in past works exists, it seems unlikely
that this relatively large discrepancy could be explained by
uncertainties in the level of theory used (different levels of DFT
or temperature and pressure dependence of ΔG of the solid
phases). The observed stability of g-t-C3N4, if correct, would
thus have to be related to the immediate environment of a salt
melt, introducing ions in close proximity to or perhaps even
intercalated into the C−N compound formed.43 The chemical
difference between a H/C/N-rich environment (gas phase) and
a hot salt melt environment is likely drastic and could well
destabilize heptazine units completely, as is observed in the
formation of triazine-based g-t-C3N4. A detailed theoretical
assessment of this environment, however, would not be easy
and is certainly beyond the confines of the current work.
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■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, our calculations show that crystalline, heptazine-
based graphitic carbon nitride (g-h-C3N4) cannot be stable over
melon under common synthesis conditions (e.g., contact with a
high-pressure NH3 phase in a closed ampule at T = 600−700
°C) below the experimentally observed decomposition range of
C−N-based materials. Extremely low NH3 partial pressures
approaching the high-vacuum range would have to be
guaranteed to reach g-h-C3N4 below the decomposition
temperature by a conventional synthesis approach. Because
the recent observation of triazine-based g-t-C3N4 is not in line
with theoretical stability estimates of crystals of both phases and
because this synthesis also happens in indirect contact with a
high-pressure NH3 phase in a closed ampule, we speculate that
this occurrence of a hydrogen-free C−N is because of the
contact with the very different chemical environment of a hot
salt melt. The dominant phase(s) formed under common
reaction conditions should be H-containing, NH-bridged
heptazine-based phases like melon, the proper starting point
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